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PHOTOEXCITATION AND PHOTOIONIZATION OF ARGON 
AHEAD OF A STRONG SHOCK WAVE':' 

Richard A. Dobbins 

California Institute of Technology 

Pasadena, California 

Abstract 

A chemical kinetic model describing photo
chemical reactions that are likely to be important 
in "cold" argon ahead of a strong shock wave is ex
amined on a quantitative basis. The model includes 
the propagation of resonance radiation far from the 
shock front in the wings of the resonance absorp
tion line, partial trapping of the absorbed reso
nance radiation, subsequent photoionization of ex
cited atoms, photoionization of ground state argon, 
and certain recombination and deexcitation pro
cesses. Specific consideration is given to shock 
tube geometry, the occurrence of both nonequilib
rium and equilibrium regions of variable lengths 
behind the pressure discontinuity, and the (experi
mentally) known shock tube wall reflectivity. The
oretical predictions of electron and excited atom 
concentrations ahead of the shock wave are pre
sented for typical shock tube operating conditions. 

1. Introduction 

The observation of precursor ionization ahead 
of strong shock waves in argon contained in shock 
tubes in which the driver is a compressed light 
gas is now well documented. t Two of the earlier 
reports on electron precursors that apBlfred al
most simulfaneously were by Weymann( and by 
Gloerson(2, and the former credits R. M. Holl
yer as being the first to describe precursors in an 
unpublished report dated May, 1957. Since that 
time, there has been experimental progress to
ward defining the events on a quantitative basis. 
Probably one of the more carefull.y conducted ex
perimental studies of the electron co,lcentration 
ahead of a shock wave in argon in a gas-drirfF 
shock tube is that of Lederman and Wilson , 
whose measurements were made with a tuned mi
crowave cavity. 

In the period intervening between the dates of 
the work of Weymann and Lederman ~ Wilson 
there have been many theoretical studies attempt
ing to explain these observations. Physical mech
anisms first proposed were photoelectric effect 
and diffusion of eles;tfons from behind the shock 
iront(l, 2). Wetzel l4 concluded that gradient type 
diffusion of electrons could not produce the effects 
that had been observed. He later suggested that 
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. A large body of literature on the occurrence of 
precursors in electrically-driven shock tubes is 
excluded from consideration. 
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photoionization of ground c5trte argon could be the 
the important mechanism and this mechanism 
has been further analyzed by Clarke and Ferrari(6). 

Photoionization of ground state argon fails to 
explain the occurrence of electrons far from the 
shock front because the photon ITlean free path for 
radiation of the relevant frequency is too SITlall to 
produce the observed effects. This type of plll'to
ionization requires low densities to prnpagatc l.\rg<' 
distances, whereas the experiments indictte th,lt 
precursors are 1110St pronounced at high('r densi
ties. On the other hand, the resonance line radia
tion emitted by the hot gas can propagate very 
large distances in the wings of the resonance ab
sorption line in the cold gas. Once a photon of 
resonance radiation is absorbed, it will soon be re
emitted with high probability near the center of the 
line where the photon mean free path is again very 
small and its escape to the wall of the shock tube is 
unlikely. This latter condition is referred to as the 
trapping of radiation. Thus, tbe ee 'is 1 si the 
propagation of energy in the wing of the resonance 
line combined with subsequent trapping provide a 
mechanism that can operate to cause electronic 
excitation at distances far ahead of the shock wave. 

The literature of the Russian investigators in 
this area has recognized these concepts from the 
outset. Biberman and Vek.lenko(7), as early as 
1960, predicted electronic "excitation temperature" 
one meter ahead of the shock wave only slightly 
less than the equilibrium temperaturfi) behind the 
shock wave. Lagar'kov and Yakubov(8 ) proposed in 
1962 that photoionization of excited argon would 
lead to appreciable concentrations of electrons 
ahfi),Rd of the shock wave. Tumakaev and Luzovska
yal':ll described in 1965 what appears to be the first 
te st of the prediction of electronically excited spe
cies ahead of the shock wave. In a similar vein, 
S. S. R. Murty(IO) recently examined the role of line 
radiation on precursor ionization. His model was 
a shock wave of infinite extent in a hydrogenic gas, 
and it included the occurrence of radiation trapping. 

We wish to study the precursors that have been 
observed in argon with the context of a kinetic mod
el that includes the aforementioned effects. In al
most all previous studies of shock wave precursors 
and structure, the waves have been considered to 
be infinite in extent. This one-dimensional approx
imation is totally unsuitable when radiation and 
radiation trapping are brought into consideration, 
and we wish to describe shock-tube experiments on 
a quantititative basis. Our model should take ~ld
vantage of the reb.tive abuncLlnce of inforrn,ttion 
available on a.rgon that hits originated from studie:3 
in ga.seous disch.lrges, electron bean1s. ilnd .lre 
jets. Our ainl is to seek ne\\ approache s for fu
ture e:>"'PeriITlents and to shed light on previous ('x
pcrill1ents. We note that no study of high-tempera
ture shock structures can be realistic unless the 
description of the precursor is properly understood. 



~(t...z )~~ 
~-.,:;/.) 7T / 

(15) 

We evaluate the above integral by means of the 
computer program given by Armstrong(17) using 
spectroscopic constants cited in Table 1. We also 
evaluate the normalized intensity and the local 
absorption (excitation) rate using the limiting case 
of <><//J_(J-, xJ >->,Y./ when the important ab
sorption occurs in the dispersion-broadened line 
profile and the Voigt function reduces to 

= (16) 

We find that Eq. (16) accurately represents the ab
sorption coefficient that is given more precisely by 
Eq. (11) except in the c ore of the line whe re no 
long-range transmission of energy occurs. In Fig
ure 5 we show the normalized local intensity, 
:r,.,(OJ/P./(T(4)) , and also the local absorption 

(excitation) rate It'J"LfrJ/..Jj'o//rf,]! for a slab of, 
gas at pressures and temperatures that can be 
achieved in the shock tube. 

From Figure 5 we see that the intensity at the 
interface J x' / ... ,,-'" ¢ J is the blackbody intensity ov.er 
the entire frequency span over which abs o:r:-ption 
occurs in the cold gas, except fo:r:- the largest val-
ue of ~'~z If the temperature discontinuity 
were caused by normal shock wave, a Doppler ef
fect would occur that would shift the line center 
frequencies of the emission and absorption lines 
with respect to one another. For velocities of in
terest he:r:-e, the frequency shift, 1-'" /v~ • would 
amount to less than 10-6, which is very small 
compared to the width of the emission line in the 
hot gas. Thus, we may proceed to calculate the 
photoexcitation rate ahead of a shock wave on the 
basis that absorption occurs in the wing of the 
pressure-broadened dispersion line, that Doppler 
shift is negligible, and that the hot gas emits al
most as a black body. We will eventually wish to 
improve the latter approximation to achieve better 
accuracy. 

We now proceed to evaluate the photoexcitation 
rate by evaluating the number of photons <1bsorbed 
per unit volume in the frequency interval surround-
ing ~, This rate, referring now to the nota-
tion of Figure I, is 

-.{, - 4 

where the specific spectral average intensity is 
given by 

(17) 

Treating the equilibrium zone as a blackbody emit
ter at the upstream equilibrium tenperature, we 
have, for the local specific spectral intensity, 

(19 ) 
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In expressing the radiation intensity in the 
form given by Eq. (19), we have neglected re
emission in the cold gas. Thus, we have treated 
the radiative transfer equation as J..r../d.s -= -k.,.I,/ 
and integrated di:tectly. The neglect of the emis
sion te:r:-rn in the gas ahead of the shock wave can be 
justified a posteriori, and this approximation will 
be used th:r:-oughout this wo:r:-k, which is concerned 
with early precurs or effects. The approximation 
is exp,ected to fail near to the p:r:-essure discontinu
ity and also i.l'l both the non-equilibrium and equi
lib:r:-iurn regions behind the pressure discontinuity. 

We substitute (19) into (18) and convert solid 
angle to polar angle t9 and we obtain 

f
e~ 

.T; (x) = .Z!dd .$"",,,&e.(rl-V,!,~/5c-,il).06' (20) 
2. 

We obtain the average specific spectral intensity by 
the substitution ? = k< ,p and l' ~ x;/", ,in the fol
lowing fo:r:-m: 

where 

The photoexcitation rate can be expressed as 
:-{,""'.Q 

Bv( >{" -1
1"-2 (.Y:!E:. A.- ) -

';~I ) ,,/ Z 1'0/ 

(22) 

(23) 

where J;:, is the spectral optical depth, 11.,."''' 
In Eq. (23) we have removed quantity B../~ r('~/;,'/' 
from under the integral sign because <..:;t its rel;'- "-' 
tively slow variation with frequency over the range 
~, r LJ To evaluate the integral we use Eq. (16) 

for "-01' and convert the integration variable to 

~ O=(""'-~)Y~L(7TC<'~""8') We find 

(~~(SJ 
)t s '(~ 

.s;. 

g",,«, T(L~ 
A~, 

(24) 

Finally, by interchanging the order of integration 
with respect to angle and frequency, we obtain 

(25) 

where 

(26 ) 



We note that for?» 1 the shock front emits as a 
point source and we have 

-f' fr :»/) = 3.~. ?-~,s-
Thus, we see that at large 1, the excited specie 
generation rate, or local photon absorption rate, 
decreases as 1-0 " due to absorption and as :-1-
due to geometric attenuation. A correction t the 
geometric factor will be made later to account for 
shock-tube wall reflections. 

2. De-excitation by Spontaneous Emission with 
Radiation Trapping 

An excited atom will exist prior to decay to 
the ground state for an average period of time that 
is simply the reciprocal of the spontaneous emis
sion rate t 1, ,given by the Einstein theory of 
radiation 20. This spontaneous emission rate is 

A'. ,f7r.l. e." o:J-( -f' 
v- P1e c );tZ:;-~ 

(27) 

-3 At pressures as low as 10 atmospheres, the 
photon emitted by the de-excitation process will be 
absorbed with high probability in a distance very 
small compared with the radius of a shock tube. 
Thus, many successive absorption and re-emission 
processes are required before the photon created 
in the original de-excitation process reaches the 
wall. The process is referred to as radiation 
trapping, and it has been exte:.:qsively st\ldi~d in . 
this country by Holstein(21-2 j I, Phelps! 241. and 
their colleagues as well as by Biberman(25, 26) and 
his coworkers in Russia. Holstein (Ref. 22, Eq. 
6. 6) has calculated the probability of escape of 
trapped radiation of a photon when the dominant 
line-broadening mechanism is the (l~w) pressure 
broadening in the dispersion portion of the line 
profile. Using the Fursov-Vlassov relation, Eq. 
(10), for the Lorentz semi-half width, we express 
Holstein's result as 

( ' )/~ '0(,-.l. a -:;:- .I,j/,r -'.!t. =: tf!.?&1.r!.:q (28) 
.:It: J. J '/L TT?, }If 

The effective de-excitation rate is simply the 
product of Eqs. (27) and (28). Radiation trapping 
theory is well developed, and the theory has suc
cessfully described the limited number of experi
ments that have been performed. 

3. Photoionization of Excited Argon 

The local rate of photoionization of excited 
argon is found by evaluating the local rate of ab
sorption of photons in frequency range -a{ '" ~../< 00, 

That is, 

t2, = +1~fvJJ.~(v; /(11,/ 
.~~ 

(29) 

We consider ,the possibility that radiation in both 
the .v.'<. and -,{, frequency ranges can photoionize 
the excited argon. We therefore divide the fre
quency range of the integration indicated in Eq. (29) 
into two· intervals which will be evaluated sepa
rately. 
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..-:i:, #- L1 

~ 'i'7I(~(~) J(~ J Tlz) J'/ 
/- ,{y 

(30) 

..y'21-..a 

The photoionization c:r;27~ section of excited 
argon is given by Schluter! I in the following form 

t:r.; (-./) = 6f1TT+'-", ... e .... o ).1 9y,·/';'" "'"' £) (31) 
J/F" c .. /' ~" /1*5" 

where the Gaunt factor 9.tr:t.rn1l'" &) depends on 
the effective principal quantum number, 1")", and 
also the electron energy, £ , given by 

E = A/A ;,..~ (32) 

For thev{" cuto;fLirequency of the Ip 1 state of 
argon I, Schluter(27) gives '1"'= 1. 8197 and 
fh"~ ("1'!,c) = 0.01195. With these numbers we 

find the ph~toion~ation cros s section to be 
1. 67 X 10- 9 cm , which is in general agreement 
with an estimate of this cross section given by 
Lagar'kovand Yakubov(8). The cross section at 
higher frequencies is then expressed as 

q;-(,v >~~) = o;:-(~.)('"'!73 y,l"'? (33) 

Jh("'~') 
where 

( ) 
-19 2 t7i ~.. = 1. 67 x 10 cm. 

We proceed to evaluate the intensity of the av
erage spectral specific radiative intensity for the 

-v.: ... spectral region. We note that it is well es
tablished that the optical depth in this spectral re
gion is small compared with unity. By this we 
mean that self-absorption in the hot gas behind the 
equilibrium front is negligible, and hence absorp
tion in the cold gas, except by excited atoms, is 
totally absent. Equation (7) can be applied for the 
local specific spectral intensity in the form ob-
tained by taking 1(.1") L:z. <:..<. t and Irj'Jx ' <.< t 

(34) 

We determine the average intensity at a point on 
the axis of a right circular cylinde r a distance 1 
cylinder radii from the equilibrium front. The re
sult of the calculation is 

where 

and 



When -t~ 7, and '1-'>7/ , then the terms in the 
square bracket vanish and we have Y('1~/)·~ ,-:z 
Thus, at large distances from the shock front, we 
recover the inverse square law geometric attenu
ation for the spectral intensity of the secondary 
continuwn, which is not strongly absorbed in ei
ther the hot or cold gas. 

The atomic absorption coefficient in the region 
behin~ the equi~ibri('iW_ ~1>1nt, K:""'.' i.s given by the 
followlng equatlons , very sImilar to a cor-
responding relation due to Unsold 

with 

(38) 

In Eq. (37) we have approximated the ratio of the 
statistical weights of the ion and atom as 6. o. The 
iactor }>(v;r) represents the quantum mechanical 
correction factor for departure from hydrogenic 
behavior. 

By combining the Planck function 
-1 

ft.,,(Y;r)= <Z.,:./rX?(--:/}--1 (39) 

with Eq. (37) multiplied by the ground state atom 
concentration in the hot gas equilibrium zone, h~~), 
we obtain the product of the Planck function and 
the absorption coefficient as 

P: fv~T)Xy:::I<';' ~:' k-r"'~xf!1:,)f(v,rj(40) 

We insert Eqs. (36) and (40) into the first integral 
to obtain 

where 

,I (I("~ = TIL) exl'(- s .. ':jh,Jr(;J 
and 

and 

In the hydrogenic approximation !(~ r) , ~+'& (0/) , 
and ~)~ (T"Jj are all equal to unity. In our calcula
tions, we use Schluter's values of the f(-v. r) func
tion which do not involve the use of a cutoff fre
quency. A revised calculation oilfefl/v, r} factor 
has been completed by SchluterP and some values 
appropriate to the -/.~ frequency range are quoted, 
along with values of !/"'." /..;'; , in Table ll. Using 
these quantities, we find the Gaunt integral 
c.an be expressed as 

hoi (r~J= (1./9']' (;:-::)- b. (l&I (44) 

In 118in~ Schluter'" J'{v: :-) factor, we are including 
the eff,,('t of radiiltiol1 Iorll1ed nllt only by rae ombi-
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nation to the first excited state, but also to all 
higher states when an electron possesses sufficient 
energy to give rise to radiation in the ~~ frequen
cy range. Thus, while our model accounts for only 
a single excited state in the cold gas, we do include 
the effect of all excited states in the hot gas when 
the spectral quality of the emitted radiation is cal
culated. It is important to include these components 
of radiation in the -v.:~ frequency range because of 
the small value of the absorption (emission) cross 
section, CT2(..(-~ ). 

The second integral in Eq. (30) is evaluate.d by 
using Eq. (33) for the photoionization cross section 
of excited argon and Eq. (21) for the average in
tensity of radiation. The result is 

t;r:(~a)= 4n- e"h,) ,1"') O:-M).4 ~('J) (45) 
A~, ~., e I 

where 

In Eq. (45), we have taken the frequency de
pendent factors that are slowly varying outside of 
the integral which has a frequency range limited to 
the width of the emission line in the hot gas. This 
portion of the calculation is therefore somewhat 
complicated by the necessity to introduce those 
properties of the hot gas that influence the width of 
the emission line. In view of Eqs. (12), (13), (15). 
and (16), we may express the absorption coefficient 
as 

(48) 

where i = 1,2 • 

The limit of integration for the integral ex
pressed in Eq. (46) is several times some frequen
cy interval characteristic of the emission line 
width, Ali • Thy eQuivalent line width used by 
Hunt and Sibulkin\3 2 r is convenient for this purpose, 

(49) 

To present Eq. (46) in a form suitable for integra
tion, we change the integration variable to r =('/-""',)/411 and obtain 

h1J ;; f~"(:;I'J~~ - (t.~/-~)-I;~ X (50) 

II 0/".: f E~f.7;('r/~rcy·j()-~ 
-£ 0 /. I -c fI'Sf" ) /""::\ / - {!'", (-:;r,;-A ~,-

We eva,lu~te the integral by means of the approxi
mation(33) 

C ... {x) = A e-
1x 

(51) 

where 

Finally, we obtain 



(52) 

(53) 

4. Photoionization of Ground State Argon 

The photoionization of ground state argon is 
calculated by evaluating the rate of absorption of 
photons of sufficient energy to cause direct ioniza
tion of ground state argon. The rate of absorption 
of photons of frequency ..I>v., per unit of ground 
state atom is 

"'" 
Q" = "''''''1' cr,-( v.,) J:,..,/.../ It...,,-

,:", 

(54) 

It is reasonable to assume the shock front emits as 
a black body in the spectral region . ...{, <. /.::::. 00 

For the black body emission the average intensity 
is again given by' Eq. (21). 

The photoionization cros s section of ground 
state argon has been measured by Samson(34),and 
over a frequency range o~13rom ~, ,.y{ -v:', its 
value is close to 34 X 10· cm2 where.,. ~ /.~7·,,(.1 
We consider the cross section to be zero beyond' 
the- frequency ~ and we find that the value of .."y 
is not critical. Thus, we express the direct photo
ionization rate as 

t?. = 8.". ~~J ef"J/(~; SJ:I J/,} (55) 

wh:r~W) = £2. (~J?11) -jJ~1-"r~E2.!.r~~;;tfll-l"l/1 
(1{-" s..,;~)::o vZ.eJ(I'L~o/ J/ (ti¢) 

and care is exe rcised to prevent reflections from 
any surface or light from any foreign source from 
reaching the receiver. We then define the reflec
tivity function, r t 1) • as the ratio of the intens i
ties measured with shock tube present to intensity 
measured with shock tube absent. The area of the 
light source should correspond to the shock tube 
cross section and the irradiance should be uniform 
across the surface of the source. 

The sensitive surface of the receiver should be 
small with respect to the cross section of the shock 
tube if we wish to know the reflectivity appropriate 
for the shock tube cente dine. Ideally, the effective 
frequency content of the light source should con
form, in turn, to the various frequencies which 
cause photochemical effects. This proves nearly 
impcssible,because the resonance radiation of ilr
gon is at a frequency where window materials and 
transducers are either difficult to work with or non
existent. We have performed crude measurements 
of the shock tube reflectivity with two shock tube 
sections using a light source of one centimeter di
ameter, a receiver with a sensitive area of 2 cm 
diameter, and,..,a monopass filter which passes radi
ation at 4190 A. For a 3-inch round mild steel 
tube, we found the reflectivity function was approx
imately expressed by 

(56) 

The wall finish of the steel tube was poor because 
some of the corrosion that developed during storage 
could not be readily removed. We expect that well 
finished steel shock tubes will normally display a 
higher reflectivity than indicated by Eq. (56). 

For a '2-inch square extruded aluminum shock 
tube that was rather heavily oxide coated, we 
measured a reflectivity function that was lower by 
a factor of 7 at large r ' but still linear in, .. 
Thus, we conclude that the numerical constant in /I 

(I' ' (v;r . J (J"J.:..) 
. { It" ,(0' 

....;:, (rrb) the reflectivity function will vary over a wide range 
We evaluate the above integral . ______ ~ and must be measured for each particular shock 

(t,) --;~ tube. An approximate first power dependence of 
c:!ff¥.:, & rr,".~~? rft) on l' is indicated by our tests. 

~ .. "'-1..-.-' . 
-- We multiply the above photochemical reaction 

where 

and 

5. Shock Tube Reflectivity Function 

The photoexcitation rates given above have 
been calculated on the basis that no reflections oc
cur at the shock tube walls. Visual observations of 
a light source placed inside a metal tube of rather 
low quality surface finish indicate that wall reflec
tions can substantially augment the radiant intensi
ty over its value in the absence of reflections. This 
crude test suggests tha a more quantitative evalua
tion of the influence of wall reflectivity may be ob
tained as follows. The intensity of a stable light 
source inside a shock tube is measured by a stable, 
linear photometric. transducer as the distance be
tween the source and transducer is varied. The 
test is then repeated with the shock tube removed 
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rates by the reflectivity function to obtain the aug
mented rate applicable when wall reflectivity is 
considered. This is conveniently performed by re
placing the geometric factors, viz. ,el?) '~(!"I' 
9(?J ' and 111/'/ by their respective producfs 
with Ylfl. 

III. Conservation Equations 

We calculate the electron concentration by 
solving the specie conservation equations for the 
excited atoms and electrons respectively: 

and 

- ..... , (58) 

The negative sign on the left side arises because 
+"", and .. .x are oppositely directed; a positive 
sign on the right side indicates a source term. 

We nondimensionalize the equation by means 
of 



where 

Equations (57) and (58) become 

and 

with 

i!'3 

e~ 

(59) -

(60) 

,.?z L~ /J<f~) "I(T'') 0;-&.) 11' . 
;'£<., 

(63) 

_ -¥7T".Pv/~" ,W)r:r;M,JA.,._1? (64) 
t. ~I .--, 

= - i!?< 
~ 

e~qJrlJ'/ - e3 JI1)'1f)-::tt,~/I;fj(65) 

e~ hf;J yr,J?1 

- h3 (/?~~J. 
(67) (11~~"I-

-')*-

6., (I? "~"»Jl:!l_ (68) - (I') ra)) 
e/~ 

For the quasi-steady solution. the boundary condi
tions are applied as follows. The equation (59) is 
solved for 4'2. assuming <I<I-£/d" = c at 1': 7 ... "" 

and that the only important terms 
are those representing photoexcitation 

(b.z -/-i?1 1"/'7) ) and partially-trapped, 
spontaneous emission ( ~ 4=>:>..). Thus, we have 

(69) 

When the full equation (59) is solved, we find that 
</>z is given with fair accuracy by Eq. (69) over a 

moderate range of -7 • Thus, the concentration 
of n~.. is primari1y controlled by the photoexci
tation and partially-trapped, spontaneous emission 
rates. This is confirmed by examination of the 
relative magnitudes of the other terms in Eq. (59). 
Furthermore, since the derivative term proves to 
be small, we may desr:ribe the excited state gener
ation as purely photochemical in nature, i. e., a 
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stationary light source of the same frequency con
tent as the shock front would produce the same ex
cited atom distribution. We will comment further 
on the implications of these results. The bound<uy 
condition for Eq. (65) is applied by.tetting -h equal 
all r t" t. J ,ellul, efts" .~ -rtf' ~ Co ,tt "... :::'-:.,.x 
'lie i-cd that -'Q ~mto'''oj\'' • .... hUt .. ~ .. i_~·UFM-
f •••• a ".,1 ", e lift $' I • 

,The value of f-..u should n11"l"(.,sP"lld to 1I1l' 
distance frolTI the equilibrium zone at the time it lH 
first "fully developed" to the point where measure
ments are performed. This distance is almost im
possible to estimate, but we found that the electron 
concentration is not strongly sensitive to the value 
of 1'_,.,. For example, in one case, a varia-
tion of f''''''''" by a factor of 2 res\llts in a com
parable change in the local value of /7e and virtu
ally no difference in ~~2.. 

IV. Some Numerical Results 

In the numerical results that are presented be
low, the length of the test gas region in the shock 
tube is given by the following dimensional expres
sion 

L =L, ~;L. = ,9_29 ?;:rz.(t-- _,-,,-,1/_1 
':9 -:; (70) 

where ". is in torr, 1j in cm, and L in cIT) 
Equation (70) is developed from Mirells theory\~5) 
for test time in argon-filled shock tubes where, 
when r. I?~ 6 torr-cm, a laminar wall boundary 
layer persists. 

The equilibration length is given by 

L _ ~_~~I= (,)'-]'~)(IQ"~...!... -~lJ"-'~()Qe"'(, r:i (71) -;}Iv t~.1~~ / ~ 

where ~ is the frozen flow temperature behind 
the pre~sure discontinuity, and the impurity level, 
r£ , is in ppm. This equation \S fitted to the the

oretical predictions of Chubb(36} for pure argon and 
also fitted to the e~~fimental measurements by' 
Petchek and Byron and Wong and Bershader(38) 
for impure argon. The importance of the value of 
the thickness of the equilibrium zone, L 2 , indi
cates that this quantity can be accurately known, 
preferably by direct measurement. 

Before we discuss some specific numerical 
results in detail, it is worthwhile to report some 
general· observations. 

1. We find that, for the specie concentrations 
and times involved, the photoexcitation and photo
ionization rates are high compared to collisional 
de-excitation and radiative-collisional recombina
tion rates calculated when the electron temperature 
is assumed to be 300

0
K. Since these rates are 

fastest when the electron temperature is lowest, 
then neglect of these reactions is justified. The e
lectron temperature then drops out of the problem 
as formulated _in a single excited-state model. 

2. The ratio of the photoionization rate of ex
cited argon by res onance radiation to photoioniza
tion rate by the secondary continuum is in the 
range of 2 to 20 per cent for the calculations we 
have made. While this is small enough to ignore in 
our calculations, we point out that the former type 
of photoionization will produce electrons with about 
7.9 volts of energy. Thus, photoionization of ex
cited argon by the secondary (and primary) continu
um becomes an important source of electron heat-



ing which must be considered in shock structure 
calculations. 

3. Photoionization of ground state argon is usu
ally very minor except at the lowest densities and 
highest Mach number s. The influence of this pro
cess of electron generation was usually revealed 
by a sharply increased gradient in the electron 
concentration near the shock front. 

4. The electron concentration calculated from 
the simultaneous equations (59) and (65) varies in 
direct proportion to e;p which contains the photo
ionization cross section, the associated Gaunt fac
tors, the length of the equilibrium region, a tem
perature dependent exponential factor, ·etc. Thus, 
an accurate knowledge of these quantities is re
quired. 

5. The reflective property of the shock tube 
wall is extremely importaI).t because it affects not 
only the generation rate of excited argon, but also 
the number of photons available to photoionize the 
excited specie. Because both of these quantities 
vary in direct proportion to reflectivity, the elec
tron concentration varies as the square of the re
flectivity. 

6. Excited atom concentration is directly 
proportional to 6~/6, and, it appears, should be 
more easily predicted than electron concentration. 

In Figures 6, 7, and 8, we show some excited 
atom and electron concentration profiles ahead of 
a shock wave in argon in a s hock tube of one inch 
diameter. The impurity level, which influences 
excited state level only insofar as impurities af
fect the position 6f the equilibrium front, has been 
chosen somewhat high in order to assure the at
tainment of equilibrium at the lowest pressure. 
At the highest pressure, we violate the criterion 
for applicability of laminar boundary layer theory 
in predicting the length of the test gas L. With 
this exception, the calculations realistically de
scribed conditions that can be achieved in a com
bustion-driven shock tube. For all calculations 
given below, we used a value of 150 for Z"'A"· 
and the reflectivity function given by Eq. (56). 
Shock ~~W conditions Were taken from De Leeuw's 
report • 

In Figure 6, we show the excited atom con
centration profiles at 111 = lZ for three pressures. 
By examination of the calculations it is possible to 
interpret the profiles as follows. The value of +2-
is very nearly the same for all three cases be
cause b l and b:.. are constant; the former iden
tically the same in all three cases, the latter 
nearly so because of cancellation of changes in the 
exponential factor and particle densities. When 
n ... :z. is recovered from <P:o..' the curves differ 

from one another by a factor of five due to the 
varying level of (n":,,OJ)'Y~ as influenced by densi
ty and te.mperature. 

Electron concentration profiles are shown in 
Figure 7 for the corresponding cal-:ulations. For 
P, . = 1. 0 torr~ the electron concentration is in 

the 10+ 1 to 10+ range at moderate values of I( 
but increases very rapidly at small values of I( 
because of the strong influence of photoionization 
of ground st .te argon 3.t low pressures. The e
lectron profiles for 3 and 10 torr differ by the 
product of the following influences: 
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(a) a factor of 5 for increased value of n~>: , 
(b) a factor of Z increase in /-(rfZl) for a 5 per 

cent increase in r(~~ 
(c) a factor of 3 due to density increase, 
(d) a factor of 4 due to increase in L Z' 

In Figure 8 we show electron profiles for 3. 0 
torr pressure over a range of Mach number. In 
this particular case, the difference between the /tf 
= lZ and'" = 14 curves appears mainly due to 

(a) a factor of 4 increase in I? ... ~ because of a 
10 per cent increase in r"~ and 

(b) a factor of 6 increase in/(Tf&') for the 
san~e reason. 

This theoretical model fails to pn'dict tht' kvt'l 
of electron density tha.t is rcportc<l.~)l"<lll1 tilt' I".<"IS

urements of Lederman and Wilson!' With the ("II1Il( 

factors and reflectivity values available, uur e~ti
mates are lower than the experimental values by 
about 10+3• The inclusion of the 3Pl state would 
merely increase the electron concentration by a 
factor of two. The lack of agreement may result 
from a combination of factors, such as the use of a 
reflectivity function that is too low, the presence in 
the experiment of strong emission in the 0~ fre
quency range due to impurities or due to the mixing 
of the driver and test gas at the interface, possible 
nonlinearly additive-effects that result when all 
four states in the 4s Ilevel are considered simul
taneously, or other factors. The most striking 
feature of the experimental results is the high de
gree of ionization that is produced sometimes under 
circumstances that never permit equilibrium to be 
achieved behind the shock wave. Perhaps the most 
important result obtained from this model is the 
prediction of very high excited state concentrations 
ahead of the shock wave in a shock tube geometry. 
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TABLE I. Selected Ene rgy Le\'-els ~)1 :\\'1>''1\ 1 

State 

IS o 
o 

95399.87 

~, 

Energy 
(volts) 

o 

II. 828 

Transition 0 

Wavelength(A) 

o 

** 1048.22 ip 
1 

2 P
3

/
2 

127109.9 15.7593 

* . b M (18) . Converted from energy glVi.n y oore 111 

cm- I by 1 volt = 8065.73 cm- • 

** Theoretical (19) f no. = O. 200 • 

TABLE IL Selected Gaunt Factors for Argon I 

I 
E: gf~for PI argon 

0.00 0.01195 
0.01 0.00955 
0.04 0.00423 
0.09 0.00238 

0 
; (A, T) A (A) 

8000
0

K 100000K 120000K 

2900 0.40 0.55 0.70 
2600 0.20 0.34 0.47 
2300 O. 10 0.19 0.30 
2000 0.033 0.083 0.15 

N omenc1ature 

~/ spontaneous emission probability 

..8. (~ r'"j Planck function evaluated at temperature .. ,. 

C speed of light 

e charge on an electron 

f oscillation strength 

If. statistical weight of ground state 

!!~ statistical weight of excited state 

~;r Gaunt factor for photoionization cross 
section of excited state 

9. escape probability from radiation trap-
;r ping theory , 

4 Gaunt integral factor defined in text 

/, Planck's constant 

r:£ impurity concentration in,parts per 
million 

L specific spectral intensity 

J; average spectral intensity 

K.. absorption coefficient at center frequency 
of a spectral line 

k Boltzmann constant 

I(j' spectral absorption coefficient 

10 

1 

L, 

L~ 

.\1 "t;\'1< " h",lw ... "" "11,,, .. 1< ":\1'(' 1" PQQ'\l'" 

discIlIltil1llltV and ,~"ntact snrface 

distance between the pressure disconti
nuity and the equilibrium front 

distance between equilibrium front and 
the contact surface 

Mach number of shock wave 

me mas s of an electron 

mas s of the atom 

"", number of ground state atoms per unit 
volume 

n .... number of excited state atoms per unit 
volume 

I?e number of electrons per unit volume 

nil effective principal quantum number 

/1 photoexcitation rate from state 1 to state 2 
£,liz 

tl. photoionization rate from state 2 to state 

/)1 photoionization rate from state 2 to state 
~4 i due to radiation of -r.'... frequency range 

~~ photoionization rate from state 2 to state 
i due to radiation of ~ frequency range 

e;r radiative collisional recombination rate 

'R shock tube radius 

x;, Rydberg constant 

S'L.J 
line strength 

0.;, electron - excited atom collisional de
excitation rate 

Jf<)temperature in region i 

?; frozen flow temperature behind the shock 
wave 

velocity of gas approaching shock wave 
as measured in coordinates fixed in the 
wave 

distance from shock wave pressure dis
continuity 

Xl distance from equilibrium front 

....-'" degree of ionization at eqUilibrium condi
tions behind the shock wave 

<X.J semi-half width due to Doppler broadening 

o(L semi-half width due to Lorentz broadening 

A frequency interval 

4e equivalent line width 

.f electron energy, see text 

l' distance measured in ratio x/'lf 



'! distance measured in ratio ~/li" 

~ absorption coefficient per atom 

~ wavelength 

.;\ wavelength corresponding to frequency 
<I / 

'V21 

,/ frequency 

~ frequency of radiation accompanying 
de-excitation from excited state to 
ground state 

~ frequency of radiation accompanying 
recombination to first excited state 

-v., frequency of radiation accompanying 
recombination to ground state 

~ photoionization cross section of ground 
state argon 

0; photoionization cross section of excited 
argon 

),/ optical depth 

I 
t 

dimensionless electron concentration 

dimensionless excited state concentra
tion 

integration variable 

WI solid angle 

Subscripts 

I ground state 

:..2. excited state 

.~~ at equilibrium conditions downstream 
of the shock wave 

Superscripts 

(. conditions at (1) or (Z) 

f conditions upstream of the shock wave 

:z. equilibrium conditions downstream 
from the shock wave 
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Figure 1. L,ength anG Coordinate Definitions. 
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Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of Hot Gas Emis
sion Spectrum. 
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Figure 4. Radiative Transfer from a Hot Slab to 
a Cold Ambient Gas. 
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